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Executive Summary

The world is a complex place for kids. Just completing everyday 
tasks can be daunting when curiosity and adventure are a top 
priority. Kids need a companion to help them stay on task and 

remember all the important and fun things going on in their lives. 

Here is where Tuki comes in. Tuki allows parents to assign 
routines to their kid in a fun interactive way to help kids remember 
what comes next. Tuki also allows you to see the progress your 

child makes in a handy application on your phone. 
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ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

Project Lead
● Oversee project goals
● Facilitate group meetings
● Manage group assignments 
● Look into the overall plan

Research Lead
● Oversee research plan
● Work with team to align 

research and design 

Creative Lead
● Manage consistent design

language across the board
● Provide creative insight for 

presentations and other deliverables

Prototyping Lead
● Provide direction for prototyping methods
● Manage the prototyping process 
● Analyze the results of the prototyping 

User Experience Lead
● Oversee user experience 

methodologies, usage, and language 

Programming Lead
● Lead and proof the programming 

for the project
● Delegate coding responsibilities 
● Finalize programming
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01Research

● Topic of Interest
● Secondary Research

○ Long Term Memory & Psychology
○ Child Psychology
○ Neural Connection Development
○ Sociocultural Theory
○ Child-Computer Interaction
○ Artificial Intelligence
○ Market Analysis

● Primary Research
○ Cultural Probe
○ Interview
○ Drawing Study
○ Observation

● Affinity Mapping

● Insights



Mind Map
Based on Secondary Research

Source: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mzAn_VrjHOHJPEF -vG07v9HEyLAPNMJerewuToPnB8Y/edit?usp=sharing

We started with eight broad topic 
spaces to design within: Pregnancy, 
Memory, Human Trafficking, 
Disabilities, Autism, Visual 
Impairment, Group Therapy, and 
Elderly people in commercial spaces

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mzAn_VrjHOHJPEF-vG07v9HEyLAPNMJerewuToPnB8Y/edit?usp=sharing


Topic Selection
We then voted on two top topics to begin exploring.



Topic Selection
Measurement of Feasibility, Desirability, Accessibility

On Scale
1-5

Feasibility Desirable Accessibility
TOTAL

Tech
(Product)

AI
(Goal)

System Attract Extend Research
Access

Testing
Access

Pregnant 3 3 4 5 3 5 3 26

Memory 5 4 3 4 5 5 4 30

Through a matrix of the design 
principles Feasibility, Desirability, and 

Accessibility we explored the two 
topics further. 

Feasibility: By examining the possibilities of technical 
limitations in Arduino, using AI to make something, and 
the realism of creating a full support system memory was  
agreed upon as  a more feas ible topic.

Desirability: Would these be products  people will want and 
keep was  our priority ques tions . In this  category, while 
pregnant women would definitely buy into the product 
because of the market space available, the poss ibilities  of 
extending the sys tem outs ide of pregnancy was  limited. 
Again memory was  unanimous ly a more des irable product.

Accessibility : Given how many children versus  pregnant 
women we have access  to research and tes t with, memory 
became the winner again.



“The multiple systems model posits that memory is not a single, 
unitary system that relies  on one neuroanatomical circuit; rather… 

made up of multiple memory sys tems  that can work 
independentlyof one another.” 

May, C. P., & Einstein, G. O. (2013). Memory: A Five-Day Unit Lesson Plan for High School Psychology Teachers. American Ps ychological As s ociation.

Early in our research, we s tumbled through how we were to tackle 
such a broad and very well es tablished field. Are we concerned with 
linear mechanical cognitive processes  or contextual s ituations  we 
use memory?



May, C. P., & Einstein, G. O. (2013). Memory: A Five-Day Unit Lesson Plan for High School Psychology Teachers. American Ps ychological As s ociation.

Short Term / 
Working

Sensory

Non-DeclarativeEpisodic

Priming

Conditioning

Procedural / 
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Declarative

Topic of Interest
Memory 

We also questioned what type of memory are we exploring?



Long- Term Memory
Secondary Research

Long Term Memory is categorized as sensory, 
working, and long term; memories are encoded and 
then recalled in various contexts. Long Term Memory 
(LTM) in particular is largely divided into two 
categories, the implicit and explicit. Procedural 
memories are implicit, they are unconsciously recalled, 
such as the steps in brushing your teeth. The memory 
is unconsciously recalled and completed with little 
conscious thought. Explicit memory on the other hand 
is that which is consciously recalled upon, such us 
remembering a family holiday or the state capital of 
Georgia during an exam 

Declarative 
Memory
(Explicit)

Long Term 
Memory 
(LTM)

Procedural 
Memory 
(Implicit)

Episodic 
Memory

Semantic 
Memory



May, C. P., & Einstein, G. O. (2013). Memory: A Five-Day Unit Lesson Plan for High School Psychology Teachers. American Ps ychological As s ociation.

Encoding Storage Retrieval

Topic of Interest
Memory Development in Children

Early on we knew we wanted to create something for children 
and their memory development, but still questioned what part 

of the memory process are we investigating?



4 COGNITIVE STAGES FOR CHILD DEVELOPMENT https :/ / www.learningrx.com/ 4-cognitive-s tages -for-child-
development

/

Topic of Interest
Memory Training in Children

Through our research we found a prime age range of 5-14 years old, since 
this is when Long Term Memory really begins flourishing.

https://www.learningrx.com/4-cognitive-stages-for-child-development


Nelson, C. A. (2000). Neural plasticity and human development: the role of early experience in sculpting memory systems. Developmental Science, 3(2), 115– 136.
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https://www.apa.org/images/brain -functional-areas_tcm7-96746_w1024_n.gif
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Memory development is traditionally described 
through means of neurobiological and cognitive 
processes internally within the brain. However, 
when designing new technologies this purely 

neurobiological perspective neglects the complex 
contextual moments in which memory is both 

encoded and recalled.

https://www.apa.org/images/brain-functional-areas_tcm7-96746_w1024_n.gif


I think we need a more general conception that may be called 
experiential memory, that is , memory that is  derived from 
personal experience in everyday living , some of which is  
procedural and perceptual (PP), and other declarative (DM), 
express ible through mimetic means .

Nelson, K. (2013). Sociocultural Theories of Memory Development. The Wiley Handbook on the Development of Childrens  Memory, 87– 108. doi: 10.1002/ 9781118597705.ch5

We followed a sociocultural approach to memory, specifically the 
development of children’s  memory. A sociocultural framework of 
memory “recognizes  that in development the individual child is  
s ituated within a social context that draws  on a large complex of 
cultural unders tandings  and knowledge s tructures  which provide 
aliment for memory.”



Hourcade, J. P. (2015). Child-Computer Interaction (1s t ed.).

Repeated 
Interactions

Symbol 
Recognition

Gamified
Systems

Child- Computer Interaction
Secondary Research

Based on the subfield of Human Computer Interaction: Child Computer 
Interaction, we learned that whatever we designed would need to utilize 
repeated interactions, symbol recognition, and a gamified system to 
keep children engaged with our product.



As human-robot dialogue faces  the challenges  of long-
term interaction, unders tanding how to use prior 

conversation to fos ter a sense of relationship is  key 
because whether robots  remember what we’ve said, as  

well as  how and when they expose that memory, 
will contribute to how we feel about them .

Leite, I., Pereira, A., & Lehman, J. F. (2017). Persistent Memory in Repeated Child-Robot Conversations.Proceedings  of the 2017 Conference on Interaction Des ign and Children - IDC 17. doi: 10.1145/ 3078072.3079728

Piper

Artificial Intelligence
Secondary Research



Market Analysis
Childhood Memory Training

Physical

Digital

Memory development toys for 
children fall under two main 

categories: Card Association and 
Figure/Symbol Matching. The 

physical analog products are either 
card or wooden based.

Then digitally there exists these 
same exact toys, just through a 

touch screen interface.



Primary Research
Methodology

InterviewCultural Probe Drawing Study Observation



Cultural Probe
Introduction

Participants ( 15   in Total)
● 5 Children
● 10  Parents

Understanding how children encode 
and retrieve long term memories 
based on sensory cues.



Cultural Probe
Results

● Children love animated characters

● Children repeat what they know

● Children want colorful balloons

● Children need encouragement 

● Don't restrain the thinking of kids

● Parents are very protective of their kids

While we had interesting takeaways, this research method 
was found to not be the best methodology to tackle the 
complexity of the issue we wanted to explore.



Interview
Introduction Time & Day

33 Parent Mentions

I don’t know
10 Child Mentions

Participants (16 in Total)
● 5 Children (Age 5-10)
● 6 Parents
● 5 Teachers (Teaching children in age 5-10)

According to Parents and Teachers, 
children needassistance with retrieving 
all types of Long Term Memory . 

Children often lose items, forget 
procedures, and episodic memories.



I think kids are lazy, Because he knows how to put the 
shoes  in the closet. And then he’ll take his  shoes  off and 
leave them in the living room and I ask him, ‘why the shoes  
are there?’ and he’ll s ay ‘I forgot’. No, he’s just being lazy.

- Parent 05

Parent Have Negative Assumptions Of Children 
Forgetting



Remembering the process is  what is  hindering them 
mas tering the skill because they know all the s teps . 
And like I said, this  comes  back to like it is  not doing 

things  around the house like having chores.

- Teacher 03

Children Really Do Forget Steps Of Processes



If i just ask him, ‘Do you remember what you did at school?’ 
He would say, ‘No’.

- Parent 04

Children Have a Hard Time Verbalizing Memory 
Description



He started to remember things at 3 years old when we 
jus t moved to Savannah and we lived our first house

there. He remembers  it was  a wood house. 
He is emotional about that house . Every time we talk 

about that house he wants  to cry, he misses  it so much.

- Parent 02

Emotional Attachment to A Memory Allows Effective Encoding



Alexa, can be rude ‘What can I do for you today.’ We didn't 
even ask anything or say Alexa, we were saying [something 
else]. So we will be like stop it Alexa. 

- Child 03, Age 8

Children Get Easily Frustrated When Technology Doesn’t 
Work



She's sometimes annoying, but she helps  me spell 
things . Like, I asked her s tuff, and she either hears 

the wrong thing , or she gives  me like wrong 
answers  that I already know.

- Child 01, Age 7

VUI Is Not Designed For Children 



Drawing Study
Introduction

Participants: 5 Children (Age 5-
10)

Topic: 
How to brush your teeth

Goals:
● Tapping into procedural memory
● The system that children use to 

link steps of a process
● Things children remember of a 

day to day process



Drawing Study
Results

● Children understand that there are multiple steps to 
complete the task. 

● Words and drawings help children depict the steps

● One child even used color to help highlight the steps

● Children struggle to recall and communicate steps 
within a process. 



Observation
Introduction

Hyper aware of our 
interactions with 

children and studying 
their memory informally



Observation
Results

● Children really doforget steps of a process

● Easily frustrated when technology does not work

● VUI NOT designed for children

● Very particular and know what they want

● Frequently say “I don’t know”



Affinity Mapping 
Over 450 Data points  acros s  s econdary and primary research



Affinity Mapping
Process



Affinity Mapping
Results

Raw Data: https://www.figma.com/file/tH5oAr2ELItvULeGZqeYei/MEMORY-AI?node-id=133%3A81

https://www.figma.com/file/tH5oAr2ELItvULeGZqeYei/MEMORY-AI?node-id=133%3A81
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Equality

concerned with



- Child 01, Age 7

Insight #1
VUI & Children Voices

She's sometimes annoying, but she helps me 
spell things. Like, I asked her stuff, and she 

either hears the wrong thing , or she gives me 
like wrong answers that I already know.



Children struggle with 
recalling experiential memory 

on a daily basis and need ass is tance 
from their parents  and teachers . 

Insight #2
User Frustrations



As human-robot dialogue faces  the challenges  
of long-term interaction, unders tanding how to use prior 

conversation to fos ter a sense of relationship is  key 
because whether robots  remember what we’ve said, 
as  well as  how and when they expose that memory, 

will contribute to how we feel about them .

Insight #3
Creating Trust with Voice

Leite, I., Pereira, A., & Lehman, J. F. (2017). Persistent Memory in Repeated Child-Robot Conversations.Proceedings  of the 2017 
Conference on Interaction Des ign and Children - IDC 17. doi: 10.1145/3078072.3079728



Children
( Age: 5-14 years old)

Parents

Target Users
Based on Research



02Ideation

● How Might We

● Concept Brainstorming
● Initial Concept A: Tuki

○ Sketch
○ Storyboard
○ Moodboard

● Initial Concept B: Capi
○ Sketch
○ Storyboard
○ Moodboard

● Concept Testing

● Tuki 2.0
○ Product Sketch
○ APP Wireframe
○ Scenario Building



How Might We
1. Enhance children’s Experiential Memory (EM) retrieval?
2. Support parents efforts in this process?
3. Use AI to assist with this memory retrieval?
4. Create a children’s AI personal assistant?



Concept Brainstorming
Individual Sharing



Initial Concept A
Tuki

Tuki is a happy helper 
that assists children with their daily routines , 
to keep them focused and excited to complete 
tasks assigned to them by their parent. 

The support App allows parents toassign tasks
to routines and then be communicated in a fun 
gamified way for the child. 



Storyboard

A
Tuki



Storyboard

A
Tuki



Moodboard

A
Tuki



Capi is an interactive lamp
that is able to capture memories of both the 
parent and child in order to continue building 
collective family memories . 

At the end of each day families  can come 
together to have real conversations based on 
the data collected by the mobile capi device 
and turn on a colorful light for the day. 

Capi keeps  7-day memories & lights of a week .   

Charging Activated

On/off Wireless 
Connection
LED Light

LCD 
Screen

Deactivated

Screen

Initial Concept B
Capi



Storyboard

B
Capi

1. Mom asks son what he did in school, but he can’t never remember. 2. Mom brings home NEW lamp “Capi”for her son. 

3. Mom and son record events of the day they like, so they can save their memories of what they did during the day to later visit them.



Storyboard

B
Capi

4. Mom and son arrive home and saved memories
of the day get uploaded to Capi.

5. Mom and son interact with Capi, review saved 
memories with picked up words of the day and share.

6. Mom and son stop sharing their saved memories of the day.
A color light turns on representing the emotions of the day.



Moodboard

B
Capi



Quick Concept 
Testing

Pros: 
● help reduce parents’ stress
● Time management/time saving
● Buddy 
● Parent involvement to build routines
● Use at home or other places

Cons:
● Will children pay attention?
● Firewall security
● Managing routines in App

Suggestions:
● Unbreakable
● Youtube intro for trust building
● Extend for helping with HW, Assignments, 

reading, time, alarm, etc.
● Cost $30-50

Tuki

Pros:
● Easy to use
● Learning related
● Bring family together
● Can be at home/ kids room (light)
● Possible Extended usage
● Visual representation of the week
● Stronger relationships for easier 

communication starter

Cons:
● Capi’s small add-on device can’t go to school
● May not complete the days
● Hard to understand

Suggestions:
● Refine product exterior look
● Combine with Tuki’s system functions 

Capi



02
Concept 

Tuki
2.0



Function  + 
Appearance

Tuki 2.0

Appearance:
● Eyes
● Lights to show the progress of week
● Round shape

Function (for parents):
● Routine setting
● Suggestions for plan
● Progress tracking
● Completion visualization

Function (for kids):
● Task Guide
● Voice encouragement
● Progress tracked by Light 



App Wireframe (Digital)
Tuki 2.0

Landing Page Sign Up Connect with Tuki

Heuristic Evaluation
Based on Nielson’s 10 Usability Heuristics
Modified an existing Heuristic Evaluation Checklist (Pierotti)

Check List: https://docs.google.com/document/d/15WYuwb9Jcw9P5K2xfK0r7rDHKoEw7ilm7u-CE2iOf4M/edit

Key Features

1. Visibility of System Status
2. Match Between System & Real World
3. User control & Freedom
4. Consistency & Standards
5. Error Prevention
6. Recognition Rather than Recall
7. Flexibility & efficiency of use
8. Aesthetic and Minimalist Design
9. Help Users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors
10. Help & Documentation

https://docs.google.com/document/d/15WYuwb9Jcw9P5K2xfK0r7rDHKoEw7ilm7u-CE2iOf4M/edit


App Wireframe - Basic Info
Tuki 2.0

Time: Leave Home Time: Back Home Time: Go to Bed

Basic Info can help Tuki better understand users so that 
Tuki can support  parents to  organize time and make 
plans by give auto suggestions.



App Wireframe - Completion Tracking
Tuki 2.0

Completion tracking can help parents’ better 
understand their kids and make plans.

Daily Completion Weekly Completion  Monthly Completion

Event Setting



Scenario Building (Physical)- Morning Routine
Tuki 2.0

01
Wake 

Up

02
Bathroom

03
Brush 
Teeth

04
Wash 
Face

06
Go to 

Bedroom

07
Get 

Dressed

08
Make 
Bed

09
Go to 

Kitchen

10
Get 

Breakfast

11
Get Bag & 
Belongings

12
Go to School

05
Brush
Hair

The Scenario follows a morning routine of a child during 
a school day, following a step by step activities that need 
to be considered for further Parent App activity set up 
and child interactions.

[ Alarm ]

Turn Off:
Touch Sensor/Voice
when picking  it up

“Are you ready?”

“Can you take me to 
the bathroom?”

Grace
period before a task?

“Let’s do it together!”

“Do you need more 
time?”

“I’m going to give you xx 
more minutes”

[ Detailed activities  
broken down under the 
umbrella of a bigger one ]

[ Detailed activities  broken down 
under the umbrella of a bigger one ]

Optional Optional

Bathroom Subroutine Bedroom Subroutine Kitchen Subroutine



03Prototyping

● Prototype # 1:
○ Low-Fi Prototype (App)

● Prototype # 2:
○ Wizard of OZ (Sys tem)

● Prototype # 3:
○ Appearance Tes ting (Phys ical Product)

● Prototype # 4:
○ Brand Tes ting



Prototyping #1
Low-Fi Prototyping (APP)

To understand the parent usage of
● Onboarding process
● Flow of UI interactions
● Easy Access to:

○ Calendar
○ Setup of activities
○ Timeframe of activities
○ Observed progress
○ Suggestive add-ons

Participant: 5 parents (4 moms & 1 dad)
Location: Gulfstream & Shed
Duration: 2 days



Prototyping #1
Takeaways

● Parents like the clean interfaces.

● Suggestions from Tuki let parents easily 
make plans.

● Two steps to set up one routine saves 
time for parents.

● Parents like thetracking of completion.

● Parents want suggestions based on 
the age of kids.

● Parents think kids with an older age
(more than 10 age) might not follow 
the steps from Tuki. 

● Parents want more graphic ways to 
see the progress and completion.



Prototyping #2
Wizard of OZ (System)

To understand the systematic functionalities of 
● Voice Interaction
● Script Conversational
● Triggers (activities)
● Eye Movement
● Time management

○ Light of progress 50-100%
○ Music timelapse

Participant: 3 Kids in Total
● Boy A, 8 years old
● Boy B, 7 years old
● Girl A, 5 years old

Location: Gulfstream & Sheds
Duration: 2 days

Boy A, 8 years old

Boy B, 7 years old

Girl A, 5 years old



Prototyping #2
Wizard of OZ (Scenarios)

01
Wake Up
“Bedroom”

02
Brush Teeth

“Bathroom”

03
Eat 

Breakfast
“Kitchen”



Prototyping #2
Takeaways

● Less talking from Tuki
● Want music more than words
● Color and lights would be attractive
● Prefer to tap the top of Tuki

Girl A, 5 year old:
● More trust
● Willing to follow the steps

Boy B, 7 year old: 
● Quick Learning
● Actively interacted with Tuki

Boy A, 8 year old: 
● “I don’t want it”
● More mastery to set up routine & event
● Reminder rather than routine helper

Differences

Similarities

Kids want more mastery with age



Prototyping 
# 3
Appearance Testing

Aims to understand
● Model Look/shape/material
● Capability in traveling to different rooms
● Touch sensors

Participant: 5 Parents and 3 Kids in Total
Location: Gulfstream & Shed
Duration: 2 days



Prototyping 
# 3
Takeaways

● Easy to move 

● Multiple eyes on Tuki

● Interact with expressive eyes

● Voice encouragement when completed

● Light color change when completed

● More customized (color)

● More round (shape)

● Metallic surface

● Transparent material for light part

● Like the hair-like top 

● Robotic voices



Prototyping 
# 4
Brand Testing

Understand the direction of branding.

Participant: 5 Parents and 3 Kids in Total
Location: Gulfstream & Shed
Duration: 2 days



Majority selected by 3 kids Majority selected by 5 parents

Prototyping 
#4
Takeaways

Kids preferred a fun approach to the 
logos with wider letter shapes and 
color variations .

In contrast, Parents, preferred a more 
dynamic look related to the meaning
behind each letter, still having a kids-
like style and being easy to read.



● Tuki Persona

● Instruction Video

● Customer Persona

● User Persona

● Current Experience Map

● NEW Experience Map

04
Final 

Concept



Function
Tuki 3.0

Routine Helper Active Happy Helper
Grow up with Kid (5-10 age)

Kids between 5 and 10are more susceptible 
to the goal of Tuki’s functions and features



Voice

The younger sibling of Alexa, Siri, Echo, and Google, 
Tuki is  made just for kids, with their needs  in mind.
Tuki likes  to make boring things, fun! Tuki will tell kids  
what a good job they’re doing, remind them of what to 
do next, play fun mus ic while completing tasks , and 
light up cool colors !

● Monotone
● Robotic
● Playful
● Encouraging
● Minimal Emotions

Personas # 1
Tuki

“Will you be my friend?”
Tuki



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77jqNJvCCYY

Instruction Video

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1UtulZNwsorIYBc8cchZSvkchZD5NUBRU/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77jqNJvCCYY


Age: 28 years old
Job: Full time Professional Stylist
Status: Divorced 

Goals

Trish would like to have an affordable 
device that contains features that she 
already has in her home but is 
dedicated to her son.

Frustrations

● Limited time for schedule 
● maintain a s table routine with 

her son across  households

● Easy flow
● Weekly Sugges ted Plans
● Recommendations
● Visual Feedback

“Morning is a rush. It’s hard to keep up with getting ready.”

UX Needs

Personas # 2
Customer & User -Parent

Tr ish, 28

iPad iPhone Alexa Laptop

● Value family and time



Age: 5 years old
Grade Level: Kindergarten

Goals

The ability to follow steps through 
a unique and interactive learning 
experience.

Frustrations

● Struggle with learning the bas ics  
of everyday routines

● Voice recognition in Alexa doesn’t 
pick up Ky’s  voice commands

● Visually pleas ing
● Interactive
● Encouraging

“I don’t know.”

UX Needs

Personas # 3
User - Child (young)

Ky, 5

Kid e-Pad Mom’s  iPhone

● More Trust
● Willing to learn
● Curious about new

Alexa
(Mom’s house)



Age: 8 years old
Grade Level: Third Grade

Goals

Master the steps for a routine he 
needs to complete without being told

Frustrations

● Wants  a device that he can trus t 
doesn’t tell on him if he doesn’t 
follow his  routine in the right way

● Struggles  with following up on 
homework

● Informative
● Reminder
● Encouraging

“I don’t want to be told what I need to do. 
I just want to remember better.”

UX Needs

Personas # 3
Future User - Child (older)

Ky, 8

Mom’s  
iPhone

Alexa
(Mom)

● Quick Learner
● Actively Interacted with Tuki
● More mastery

Mom’s  
iPad

Google Home
(Dad)



Current User 
Journey



NEW User 
Journey



05Implement
● Digital Product

● Physical Product

● AI Component

● Programming



Digital Product
Hi-Fidelity

Onboarding:

Colorful interface represents kid -friendly feature that 
matches with the branding. 

Fun shape with Tuki icon on the top guides parent or family 
member to connect with the physical device of Tuki.

Basic Info can help Tuki better understand users so that Tuki 
can support  parents to  organize time and make plans by 
giving automatic suggestions.



Digital Product
Hi-Fidelity APP

Quick setting process streamlines the complicated step 
which can reduce parent’s daily stress.

Realtime routine schedule management adapts to the 
relevant feedbacks that can match with the kid’s 
interests and personality.

Completion tracking can help parents’ better understand 
their kids and make upcoming routine plans.



Physical Product
Form and Appearance

Form
● Kid-friendly rounded shape
● Robotic
● Inviting shape to hold top
● Flat bottom for stability
● Hat top makes it character like (easy to customize)

Material (prototype)
● Plastic (3D printing)

Material (in the future)
● Metal like plastic
● Matte surfaces make it easy to hold

Tap Area (Touchsensor)

Expressive Eyes

Progress Light



Translucent Cover

Bluetooth HC-06

Mageboard 2460

Translucent Cover

Speakers

Conductive Tape

LED Eye Module 

Physical Product
Exploded View

RGB LED Light  x  7
(for a week) 1.5 V Battery (8 pack)

DFplayer mini



Physical Product
Assembling



Artificial Intelligence
Machine Learning

How Tuki learns from users？
(unique AI, predictive analysis)

A major concern from most adults was “what if the child is lying ” about their 
task completion.

Through machine learning and testing the product, Tuki can collect large sets 
of data on the timing, tempo, and firmness of the tapping a child does to know if 
the child is lying (i.e. Multiple quick taps in a certain span indicate that the child 
is rushing through the tasks and not properly completing them). 

Over time and with more interactions, Tuki can learn to be a better helper , 
adjusting to routines such as which tasks children need more time to complete.

Input

Output



Programming
Dialog Flow

Routine
Based on time

Reminder
Based on need

Bedtime
Based on time



Programming
Coding

MIT App Inventor (Voice Recognition) Arduino (Voice Interaction)
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● Competitor Analysis

● 5 E’s

● Branding Development

● Vision Video

● Instruction Video



Competitor 
Analysis

Cos
t

Kid-Friendly Modality

Alexa

Tuki

Siri

Google Mini

Form

$$

$$

$$

$$

Parental 
Controls

Parental 
Controls

Parental 
Controls

Touch, Voice

Touch, Voice

Touch, Voice

Touch, Voice Stationary

Stationary

Yes Transportable

Transportable



Five E’s

Attract with YouTube Character 
video

Tuki Pamphlet with Features and 
interactions

01
Entice

Subscription through Tuki App 

Sync Phone App to Tuki device 
(using Bluetooth)

Setting Up the user’s criteria

02
Enter

Daily activities & Schedule routines 

Light Color Selection as Motivators 
and reward for kids

Tuki AI Active Interactions during 
tasks

Suggestive feedback for parents

03
Engage

Kid level stage transition

Pass it on to next family member

04
Exit

Kid level stage transition

Wireless updates of App 
systems

Tuki model updated features

Other learning Oppt add-ons

05
Extend



Brand 
Development

The logo’s curves mirrors the product’s exterior curved form. 
The meaning behind Tuki’s name, translated from Finnish,
meaning supporter, aid, and assistance . Therefore, the phrase 
‘happy helper” was  believed to be fitting for this  to be the true 
identity of what a kid-friendly social robot should represent.

H A P P Y    H E L P E R .   H A P P Y    H O M E .



Through exploration of colors. Each letter 
was  colored and created to fit describe the 
meaning behind them. 

The lowercase letter ‘t’, represents  as  a plus  
to the add-on knowledge that the color green 
reflects  its  sus tainable and trus ting features . 



The ‘u’ is  represented as  the happy 
helper, yellow color, buddy that adapts  
with kids  as  they age. 



The ‘k’ is  shaped as  as  the kid being 
the user and kid-friendly encourager.



And lastly, ‘i’ as  tuki itself that 
represents  the mediator between parent 
and kid’s  communication with color as  
purple that reflect the indepence kids  
can practice in a magical experience.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gno -f8DkVmE

Vision Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gno-f8DkVmE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gno-f8DkVmE
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● Research

● Concept Cloud

● Low-Fi Wireframes

● Hi-Fi Wireframes

● Raw Codes

● Process Photos



Sociocultural Theory
Secondary Research

Nelson, K. (2013). Sociocultural Theories of Memory Development. The Wiley Handbook on the Development of Children’s Memory, 87–108. doi: 10.1002/9781118597705.ch5

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL 
MEMORY

Beginning 
Language

Cognitive
Complex 
language 
represen-
tational

Mental 
ConceptsTemporal 

Concepts

Self repre-
sentation
Theory of 

Mind

Narrative 
Structure and 

content

Conver-
sational 
Stories

Core Self
Basic Memory 
(implicit & explicit)

Social Interaction / 
Communication / 

Intentionality

Semantic Memory Episodic 
Memory



Interview
Scripts Directed Storytelling



Used scripted pre-recorded audio
for Wizard of Oz scenario walkthrough 
but changed its  usage through 
different participants  preference

Prototyping #2
Pre-recorded Audio



Concept Selection
Concept Cloud



Used scripted pre-recorded audio
for Wizard of Oz scenario walkthrough 
but changed its  usage through 
different participants  preference

Prototyping #2
Pre-recorded Audio



Morning Routine Setting
(with Tuki Suggestion)

Evening Routine Setting
(with Tuki Suggestion)

Digital Product
Low-Fi Wireframe



Digital Product
Hi-Fi Wireframe



Digital Product
Hi-Fi Wireframe



Programming
Arduino Coding



Process Photos
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